ANY STOCK UNIFORM WITH YOUR HOMETOWN NAME PLUS ANY NBA TEAM NAME FOR AN AUTHENTIC HOMETOWN PRIDE UNIFORM!

Select any Alleson product throughout our catalogs and indicate code AHTLOG along with design option 1, 2 or 3 shown above. Be sure to include your Hometown Team Name as well as the Official NBA Team Name of your choice!

- Hometown NBA is offered as 1-Color Screen print and only available in Graphics 1-3 shown above. Fonts and arrangements for Options 2 and 3 are as shown and cannot be altered in any way.
- Graphic Option 1 features the Official Team NBA Wordmark. Visit our Uniform Builder to view all Official Team NBA/Hometown arrangements for Graphic Option 1. Hometown team name font is as shown above and cannot be altered in any way.
- For Reversibles, be sure to indicate logo (2X) including all necessary graphic, team and color information.
- Player names and numbers are optional and can be added for an additional charge. See our standard Decoration Program for pricing.
- Production time for HOMETOWN NBA is 2 weeks, plus shipping
- Call Customer Service for additional information.

EXAMPLE ONE
1. CHOOSE GARMENT
   Example shown: 506CR KE/WH
2. CHOOSE HOMETOWN NBA LOGO OPTION
   Example shown: AHTLOG BC, Option 1 (Boston Celtics)